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LAKERS ADVANCE 
TO QUARTERFINAL 
GAME AGAINST 
FERRIS STATE
GOVERNANCE
FUNDS: Cabinet members talk during a 
senate meeting, gvl I MACKENZIE BUSH
Meeting 
student needs
GV student senate 
requests an additional 
$50,000 for its budget
BY JESS HODGE
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM
At the beginning of each school 
year, Grand Valley State University’s 
student senate receives a budget 
that they then allocate to different 
organizations on campus depend­
ing on requests heard from those 
organizations. However, most of 
these organizations do not receive 
all of the money they request. To 
help better meet student needs, GV- 
SU’s student senate has requested to 
add $50,000 to the student budget.
In the 2015-16 school year, out 
of the $898,826 requests the ap­
propriations committee heard, only 
$561,396 was approved. This year, 
Rachel Travis, the vice president of 
the finance committee, saw the need 
for more money to allocate to the 
budget for undergraduate students.
Travis, along with student senate 
president Ella Fritzemeier, sits on the 
student life fund advisory board. The 
board meets once every few months to 
discuss the process of the student life 
fund. They met in October and at that 
meeting, it was established there was a 
need for more money in the funds.
Travis dug into the past year’s data 
and created a packet of metrics based 
off the data. She then met with Brian
SEE SENATE | A2
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GV student cuts 
down on food waste 
by dumpster diving
(K'W
m,
WASTt NOT. WANT NO' Matt Smith dives into dumpsters outside of Grand Valley State University’s Kirkhof Center Tuesday. Nov. 22. Smith sorts through food 
some retail stores throw away due to expiration dates placed by the manufacturers in an attempt to eliminate instances of food waste. GVL I sanda vazgec
BY SANDA VAZGEC
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM
I
n 2010, the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture reported over 
131 billion pounds of food 
waste in the country. This re­
sulted in consumers and retailers 
wasting near $161 billion in food 
which could have been consumed, 
but was sent to landfills instead.
Matt Smith, a Grand Valley 
State University freshman, is do­
ing everything he can to help cut 
down the amount of food wasted 
in his community. While many 
college students spend their 
downtime catching up on a Net- 
flix series, Smith spends his time
rummaging through dumpsters.
His main goal is to recover as 
much food as he can and donate it to 
those in need within the community.
Smith said he finds most of the 
food in the dumpsters of smaller 
retail stores, since larger stores 
have trash compactors, which 
make food unsalvageable.
“A lot of these stores throw the 
food away because of the expira­
tion date,” Smith said. “But that 
date is just put there by the manu­
facturer as a suggestion for what 
the peak time they think to eat it is. 
The food is actually good for two, 
maybe three years after that.”
Smith added many stores have 
to throw out a large quantity of
food to make room for new ship­
ment. This is geared more toward 
business and profit rather than 
trying to prevent the serious con­
sequences of food waste.
The USDA Economic Re­
search Service estimates that 30 
to 40 percent of the food supply 
is wasted, which not only hinders 
food security but is also contrib­
uting to environmental issues.
Most of the food Smith finds 
is packaged in plastic wrappers or 
boxes, which is usually all thrown 
into a large plastic bag. This pro­
tects the food from any contami­
nation while in the dumpster.
While dumpster diving is not il­
legal in Michigan, Smith said he has
run into to some awkward encoun­
ters with store employees.
“It usually depends on who 
finds you,” Smith said. “If it’s just 
an employee they’ll usually just 
tell me to hurry up and leave, 
but if a manager sees me they’ll 
get pretty angry, sometimes 
threaten to call the police.”
Dumpster divers can be lim­
ited when the area has a “No tres­
passing” sign or if the dumpster is 
locked behind a gate, invasion of 
these circumstances could lead to 
legal action against divers.
While salvaging food has been 
his main priority, Smith has also
SEE DUMPSTER | A2
GRADUATION ADMINISTRATION
Alumni Association hosts annual 
GradFest for its newest members
BY SHAE SLAUGHTER
SSLAUGHTER@LANTHORN.COM
Every semester, thousands of 
Grand Valley State University stu­
dents graduate to move onto the 
next chapter of their lives. After 
spending a large amount of time at 
GVSU enrolled in classes, attend­
ing events and working toward their 
future, the university wishes to cel­
ebrate these graduates through a cel­
ebration known as GradFest.
The GradFest for the gradu­
ates of the fall 2016 semester will be 
Wednesday, Nov. 30 from 9 a.m. to 
6 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center Pere 
Marquette Room. There will also be 
an opportunity to attend GradFest 
on the Pew Campus in the DeVos 
Hager-Lubbers Exhibition Hall from 
10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 1.
GradFest is organized mainly by 
the Alumni Association with some 
help from different partners across 
campus. The event occurs at the 
conclusion of both fall and winter 
semesters before commencement 
occurs. Organizers of GradFest 
hope to not only celebrate students, 
but also to provide opportunities 
for graduating students to access a 
wide variety of programs.
“It’s an opportunity to cel­
ebrate with (graduating students)
and to have all of the resources in 
one room so it’s easier for you,” 
said Courtney Geurink, assistant 
director of alumni relations.
Resources available at Grad­
Fest will include campus offices as 
well as some outside retailers. The 
Career Center, the Laker Store, 
Jostens and Liberty Mutual will be 
present, among others. The goal is
to help those graduating to see all 
of the options they have.
“Financial aid will be there as well 
as the graduate school to talk about 
your future options,” Geurink said.
For those students looking to 
show some school spirit, Louie the 
Laker will be available on both days 
from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. for photos. 
However, one of the biggest benefits
for students attending GradFest in­
cludes the opportunity to purchase 
a cap and gown for their gradua­
tion ceremony. Attendees also have 
the option to get a professional pic­
ture taken in their cap and gown by 
Heather Dixon Photography for $1
SEE GRADFEST I A5
NEXT CHAPTER: Seniors get their pictures taken at GradFest in the Kirkhof Center Monday, April 18. The annual GradFest 
for the fall semester will occur Wednesday, Nov. 30 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Pere Marquette Room. GVL | SARA CARTE
Board of Trustees 
approve increase 
in faculty payroll
Some Laker professors, 
professional staff to 
receive a pay raise
BY EMILY DORAN
EDORA N@LA N THORN. COM
The Grand Valley State University 
Board of Trustees approved a propos­
al to update promotional increments 
by increasing previous promotional 
amounts by $1,500 each at its latest 
meeting Friday, Nov. 4.
Faculty promoted to the rank of 
associate professor will now receive 
an increase of $5,000, as opposed to 
$3,500. Faculty promoted to full pro­
fessor status will receive an increase of 
$6,500, instead of $5,000. These new 
amounts will be issued in addition to 
regular, merit-based salary increases.
Gayle Davis, GVSU provost and 
executive vice president for aca­
demic and student affairs, present­
ed the proposal in an effort to make 
GVSU’s promotional increments 
more in keeping with those of other 
state institutions. The increments, 
which were officially revised in the 
GVSU Administrative Manual, had 
not been updated since 2008.
Kathy Gulembo, GVSU assistant 
vice president for academic affairs, 
said it was difficult to estimate the cost
SEE TRUSTEES A2
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‘BEFORE THE FLOOD’ SHOWING
The Grand Valley State University Office of Sustainability 
will show "Before the Flood" Monday, Nov. 28 at noon. The 
showing will take place in Kirkhof Center Room 2259.
"Before the Flood” is a National Geographic movie 
produced by Martin Scorsese, Leonardo DiCaprio and Fisher 
Stevens.
The film focuses on climate change and environmental 
issues affecting the world.
The movie also explores solutions for saving the destruc­
tion of ecosystems and the endangerment of animals.
After the movie, the floor will be open for the discussion 
of the movie, climate issues and the environment. The event 
is LIB 100 approved.
For more information, contact Mandy Rodgers at sus- 
tainability@gvsu.edu.
CIVIC CONVERSATION
The Community Service Learning Center at Grand 
Valley State University will present its monthly issue forum 
Monday, Nov. 28 at 5 p.m.
The group will meet at the north entrance of the Mary 
Idema Pew Library to talk about the issues of hunger and 
homelessness.
The goal of the event series is to bring public issues 
of concern to the forefront of conversations on campus 
through civic conversations, democratic dialogue and an 
interactive program.
Participants will also have the chance to learn more 
about the CSLC and opportunities to get involved.
The event is LIB 100/201 approved. For more informa­
tion, contact servicelc@gvsu.edu.
SUICIDE PREVENTION
The Grand Valley State University Counseling Center will 
hold a suicide presentation event Monday, Nov. 14.
The event is titled "QPR - Question, Persuade, Refer” and 
will take place in Kirkhof Center Room 2266 from 5:30 p.m. to 
6:30 p.m.
The QPR program aims to dismiss common miscon­
ceptions about suicide, helps students recognize the 
warning signs of suicide, and empower students to save 
lives using the nationally-recognized QPR method of 
suicide prevention.
The event will also allow students to examine the issue 
of suicide from both a social and multicultural perspective 
while considering their own role in preventing suicide. The 
event is LIB 100 approved.
GROUND BREAKING CEREMONY
In commemoration of the expansion of the downtown 
health campus, there was a ground-breaking ceremony held 
for the new building Tuesday, Nov. 22.
Over 300 people attended the event as the five-story 
building was named after Raleigh J. Finkelstein, a business 
leader in the area.
Members from Grand Valley State University, community 
members of the greater Grand Rapids area and Neighbors of 
Belknap Lookout all participated in the ground breaking.
The new Finkelstein building will include four classrooms, 15 
teaching labratories and will be 84,000 square feet.
The building will be located at 500 Lafayette Ave. in 
Grand Rapids.
POST-ELECTION DISCUSSION
Grand Valley State University’s student senate is hosting its 
second post-election town hall Monday, Nov. 28 at 9 p.m. It will 
be held in the Thornapple Room in Kirkhof Center.
The discussion is for students, faculty and staff to share 
their thoughts about the election or either candidate.
The event is open to everyone and is LIB 100/201 approved.
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DUMPSTER
CONTINUED FROM A1
recovered electronics, cloth­
ing, books, video games and 
household items.
His laptop and all of his 
school supplies were found 
while diving.
During his dives, Smith
said he’s found that retail 
stores sometimes intention­
ally sabotage the merchandise 
they throw away so it cannot 
be salvaged or reused.
"Once I found an entire 
box of GPS (devices) and each 
one’s screen was smashed,” 
Smith said. “I’ve seen it where 
they open an entire box of 
granola bars and just slit each
one open so they can’t be eat­
en. It’s like if they can’t make 
a profit off it then no one else 
can have it so they destroy it.”
Since he started dumpster 
diving last year, Smith estimates 
he has recovered over $33,000 
in goods. His basement at 
home is full of recovered food. 
In addition to donating to lo­
cal pantries, he also gives food
away on campus and advocates 
for food waste awareness.
Smith encourages anyone 
to contact him if they are need 
of food or would like to learn 
more about how to help fight 
the mass wasting of food.
His findings are docu­
mented on his Instagram 
account, under the handle 
“dumpsterdan3.”
SENATE
CONTINUED FROM A1
Copeland, associate vice 
president for business and 
finance and Jeff Musser, as­
sistant vice president for 
budgets, to get their feed­
back on the information.
“This packet of informa­
tion was then presented at the 
meeting, and it was established 
by myself and by the board 
meeting committee that there 
is easily a $200,000 plus need 
in the student life fund for un­
dergraduate students,” Travis 
said via email. “We decided 
that it is quite unreasonable 
to ask for a $200,000 increase 
to our budget, but it is instead 
much more reasonable to ask 
for a $50,000 increase.”
Now that the amount was 
decided on, Dean of Students 
Eileen Sullivan will request the
money from the budget com­
mittee at GVSU.
“$50,000 is still a signifi­
cant amount of money and it 
will really eliminate some of 
the need seen from student 
organizations, but it is not an 
amount that will completely 
blindside the budget com­
mittee for the university who 
makes all of the budgeting de­
cisions,” Travis said.
Even though student enroll­
ment at GVSU has been steadi­
ly increasing, Travis said this 
is the first time in more than a 
decade there has been a formal 
request for an increase in the 
student life budget.
Travis thinks the need 
for a large amount of money 
but the inability to request 
it all could be alleviated 
with some changes to the 
budget request process.
“If a culture is started where 
the vice president of finance for
student senate asks for a small 
$30,000 to $50,000 increase ev­
ery year to the budget, instead 
of a large increase every three to 
five years, it will be much easier 
to obtain the increase that the 
fund needs each year,” she said. 
“The overall $200,000 need can 
be alleviated over the next four 
to six years if the (vice presi­
dent) of finance for the student 
senate continues this trend to 
ask for an increase in the stu­
dent life fund budget.”
If the money is approved, 
Travis said it will be allocated 
depending on student needs. 
She explained she will be meet­
ing with different organiza­
tions that receive money from 
the student life fund but do not 
specifically put in requests for 
events. Some of the groups will 
be media groups, Laker Tradi­
tions and Club Sports.
“By meeting with (these 
organizations), I will be as­
sessing what their needs 
are in comparison to what 
the needs are of the specific 
councils such as travel, cul­
tural, service and advocacy, 
etc. and allocating the funds 
based on the needs of each 
group (or) council,” she said.
Travis believes GVSU will 
need to continue to adjust 
funds based on student needs, 
especially if GVSU goes on to 
increase their enrollment as 
they have in the past years.
“Grand Valley is continu­
ing to grow at a rapid rate, so 
as there are more students on 
campus, there will be a larger 
need for funding for these stu­
dents,” she said. “In addition, 
the expenses for traveling or 
putting on events continues 
to rise as well over time with 
inflation. I he prices to do just 
about anything are continuing 
to rise over time as the value of 
the dollar depreciates.”
TRUSTEES
CONTINUED FROM A1
these promotional incre­
ments would have on the 
university because it would 
directly depend on the num­
ber of promotions given.
“The number of pro­
motions vary every year,” 
Gulembo said. “It could be as 
few as 45, or it could be in the 
neighborhood of 60.”
In the past, the number of 
promoted professors per year 
has ranged from in the 40s to in 
the 60s, Gulembo said. Based 
on these numbers, the total 
yearly impact of the $1,500 
promotional increases on GV- 
SUs finances could range from 
about $70,000 to $100,000.
“Its hard (to estimate) be­
cause we hire so different every 
year,” Gulembo said. “We’ve 
got a lot of faculty who are 
getting close to retirement, so 
we’re hiring a few new people. 
(It) just depends on how many 
were hired (that) year and fi­
nally get to the point that they 
are eligible for promotion.”
Gulembo said GVSU will 
draw from its general fund 
to pay for the updated pro­
motional increments.
“We only have two sourc-
REWARDING: Provost Gayle Davis (center) sits in on a Board of Trustees meeting Friday. Nov. 4. The 
board approved a $1,500 promotional increase for associate and full professors. GVL I audra gamble
es of revenue,” she said. 
“One is the state appropria­
tion, and the other is student 
tuition. (All) that money 
goes into the general fund, 
and then we decide what the 
university priorities are.
“(Its) really been impor­
tant for us to keep our faculty 
salaries consistent with other 
institutions because we want to 
attract quality faculty.”
The Board of Trustees also 
changed language pertaining 
to GVSUs executive, admin­
istrative and professional staff
in the Administrative Manual 
to accommodate the antici­
pated implementation of the 
U.S. Department of Labor’s 
Fair Labor Standards Act 
overtime rule Thursday, Dec. 
1. Due to the ruling of a fed­
eral Texas judge Tuesday, Nov. 
22, however, the new regula­
tion—which would have in­
creased the salary threshold 
for overtime pay eligibility 
from $455 per week to $913 
per week—is on hold for now.
Scott Richardson, GVSU 
vice president for finance
and administration, said 
the overtime rule could 
have cost GVSU about 
$100,000 per year had it 
not been halted, adding that 
GVSU was fully equipped to 
accommodate this amount.
“Were almost halfway 
through our budget year and 
we have some unallocated re­
sources, (some) contingency 
funds, that can be put toward 
this,” he said. “We’ll certainly 
be able to do this within the 
budget we’re planning (for) 
the coming year.”
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I’m an actor born in Canada on 
November 12,1980.1 performed in an 
Elvis Presley tribute band as a child, 
and appeared on the Mickey Mouse 
Club. I'm known for films such as 
“Blue Valentine" and “Half Nelson.”
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CLUES ACROSS
1. Sensitivity 
3. Greek island 
10. Up to the time of
14. Wife
15. Composer Ned
16. Edging to street path (Brit.)
17. Lose energy
18. Biblical parable
19. Celery (Spanish)
20. Arm bones
22. Japanese family emblem
23. Customary practice
24. Acceptance
27. Very fast aircraft (abbr.)
30. Cool
31. Indian state
32. Young boy or girl 
35. Astronomy unit
37. Confederate soldier
38. Famed German composer
39. Alternate name
40. Used to pave driveways
CLUES DOWN
1. Short skirt worn by ballerinas
2. Between leaf stalk and stem
3. Popular in Nebraska
4. Dessert
5. Cognitive retention therapy
6. Wandered
7. Mistake
8. Adolescent
9. Medical term
10. Russian tsar's edict
11. Type genus of the Ncpidae
12. High school math class
13. Double-reed instrument
21. Painful places on the body 
23. Fiddler crabs
25 Resinous substance
26. Person of wealth (Brit.)
27. Series
28 North American plant
29 Warble 
32. Pastries
42. Type of powder
43. Inquire too closely
44. Northern Ireland
45. Connects two points at 
right angles
46. Hot drink
47. A newt
48. Engine additive
49. Wealthy Connecticut town 
52. Not invited or requested
55. Embrace
56. Spiritual leader
60. Wild or sweet cherry
61. __Day, actress
63. Daughter of Ion
64. Recline
65. Type of acid
66. City in Utah
67. Lazily
68 Music term 
69. Divulge a secret
33. Group of eight
34. Twyla__, dancer
36. Pouch
37. Singer Charles
38. Cattle genus 
40. Eye infection
41 Where couples go to marry
43. Long bench with backs
44. Unrestricted free agent
46. ___ Talks
47. Causal agent
49. Nincompoop
50. Relating to the aura
51. Person of conspicuous wealth
52. Type of mottled fruit
53. Essential
54. Fertility god
57. Folk singer Ives
58. La__Tar Pita. Hollywood
59. Foot
61. Digital audiotape
62. Drunk
• ♦ • • ♦ ♦
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CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
FUN AND GAMES: Lauren Perni enjoys a sleigh ride during the first annual Grand Valley State University 
Reindeer games that took place Friday, Nov. 30 outside of GVSU’s Kirkhof Center. GVL I archive
Arctic games exhibit 
to showcase Inuit, 
Sami traditions at GV
BY DREW SCHERTZER
DSC HER TZERCcDLAN THORN. COM
Live reindeer will be on 
display at Grand Valley State 
University along with an exhi­
bition to show arctic games of 
the Inuit and Sami people. The 
event will take place Wednes­
day, Nov. 30 from 1 p.m. to 3 
p.m. at Kindschi Hall North. 
Students from the Frederik 
Meijer Honors College will be 
presenting the event.
John Kilbourne, a profes­
sor of movement science at
GVSU, said he expects hun­
dreds of people to show up.
“Its about understanding 
the deeper meaning of mod­
ern games, to find the deep­
er reasons we participate in 
them,” Kilbourne said.
He said the students in his 
class have prepared the entire 
semester for this event. Stu­
dents have done an activity 
each week to prepare them­
selves mentally as well. They 
have carved animals, made 
snow goggles and done vocal 
and drum singing. Kilbourne 
said this was all done for the
students to better understand 
the culture of the people.
Once this was accom­
plished, the students could 
begin the work of creating 
the game they were as­
signed. The exhibition set­
up hasn’t been just making 
games and singing, though.
“The exhibition is meant 
to show the games and cul­
ture of the people,” said Jacob 
Metcalfe, a student working 
on the exhibition. “The in­
formation of the culture is 
not often thought about.”
Some of the events include
DEEPER MEANING: Xinyi Ou tries her hand during the reindeer ring toss game. This year's event will 
take place on campus Wednesday, Nov. 30 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Kindschi Hall North. GVL I ARCHIVE
a high kick, handicrafts, har­
pooning, sled racing and 16 
more events. One of the events 
known as the “bone game,” is 
similar to the ball-and-cup 
game where the objective is 
to swing the ball on a rope 
into the cup. Other events are 
much more dangerous, such 
as a bow and arrow demon­
stration. Visitors will also be 
able to see traditional jewelry, 
Inuit dolls and more.
Reindeer will also be 
brought in and on display in 
an open field near the stations. 
Elsa Hippe, another student
working on the exhibition, said 
the hope is that people will see 
the games Inuit and Sami used 
to play and find similarities 
with the games they play.
“Its about making, using 
your hands, getting in touch 
with your playful side,” Kil­
bourne said. “Its important to 
preserve your child-likeness.”
The students working on 
the exhibition had to first re­
search each assigned game 
thoroughly, Kilbourne said. 
They then had to build it and be 
ready to explain how to play it.
For example, one student
has crafted a knife similar to 
one used by Inuit and Sami 
people and will have it on 
display. The student had to 
make the knife on his own 
and will cut cucumbers to 
show just how sharp it is.
Kilbourne said that in the 
past years of this event, hun­
dreds of school visitors, stu­
dents and friends all show 
up to the exhibition. He en­
couraged everyone to expe­
rience the hands-on games.
SERVICE LEARNING
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GV presented with service 
award from Gilda’s Club
COMMUNITY: Gilda’s Club president Michael Bohnsack (from left), Wendy Wigger and Paul Stansbie 
accept GVSU’s service award from Gilda’s Club Grand Rapids, gvl I gvsu university communications
BY RILEY COLLINS
RCOLUNS@LANTHORN.COM
Though service learning is 
often an essential part of the 
college academic experience, 
it often goes much further 
for students. Gilda’s Club of 
Grand Rapids tries to make 
this happen for many stu­
dents at Grand Valley State 
University. In fact, it has be­
come the basis for a strong 
partnership between the two.
GVSU was presented with 
the 2016 Service Award at the 
third annual “Gilda’s Night of 
Gratitude” Tuesday, Nov. 15. 
Other awards were given for 
community partnership and 
corporate engagement.
Gilda’s Club was founded 
over 16 years ago to support 
those whose lives have been 
affected by cancer. Since then 
the club has cemented itself as 
a safe space to heal and volun­
teer in West Michigan. Gilda’s 
Club associate, Shawn Ruetz, 
says students are a large part 
of that strong reputation.
“It’s a wonderful relation­
ship we share with Grand Val­
ley’’ she said. “There are so 
many aspects to what we do 
and Grand Valley is such a large 
university. We’re touched by the 
university in so many ways.”
The club has a strong vol­
unteer base in the surround­
ing Grand Rapids area.
Each year the leadership 
team and board of directors 
of Gilda’s Club Grand Rapids 
work through deciding recipi­
ents for service awards. They 
start with a list of possible 
recipients before narrowing 
it down to a few candidates 
for each award. These candi­
dates are chosen on the basis 
of which has had the largest 
impact on Gilda’s Club and its 
mission. This year, many differ­
ent departments and programs 
on campus helped GVSU claim 
the 2016 Service Award.
“Grand Valley’s year-long 
engagement is made possible 
by so many people,” Ruetz 
said. “It expands into so many 
departments and divisions. So 
many people have contributed.”
For Ruetz, the breadth of 
support from all of the volun­
teers from several unexpected 
groups has been inspiring. 
Only a short list of GVSU 
departments that often con­
tribute includes social work, 
hospitality and tourism man­
agement, occupational ther­
apy and nursing. Third party 
groups such as the women’s 
golf team and GVSU Latin 
American alumni often hold 
fundraisers and donate the 
proceeds to Gilda’s Club.
“It’s about the hands-on ex­
perience students can have and 
how it prepares them for real 
word work, learning things that 
they simply couldn’t learn in a 
classroom,” said Ruth Stege- 
man, associate dean of the Col­
lege of Community and Public 
Service and the director for 
community engagement.
Gildas Club has long been 
effective in providing student 
volunteers with meaningful 
learning-based opportunities. 
For GVSU, the care Gilda’s 
Club shows students makes the 
organization an ideal partner.
“That’s what we look for in 
our partnerships: these mutual­
ly beneficial experiences, (they) 
go a long way,” Stegeman said.
She said participating with 
Gilda’s Club is ideal for stu­
dents as well due to its close 
proximity to campus and 
other organizations that make 
up one of GVSU’s “downtown 
neighborhoods.” This makes 
it easy for students to not only 
contribute to Gilda’s Club’s 
cause, but to strengthen a 
community as a whole.
“We’re in this neighbor­
hood together so the ques­
tion is 'How can Grand 
Valley contribute to that 
west side?”’ Stegeman said. 
“Partnering with Gilda’s 
Club is one way we hope the 
community can benefit.”
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Macedonian American Student Association forms at GV
BY KYLE DOYLE
KDOYL E@LAN THORN. COM
A small nation in east­
ern Europe on the northern 
border of Greece, Macedo­
nia can sometimes be over­
shadowed by larger coun­
tries like Greece or Serbia.
But some people will 
never forget their home­
land and will do everything 
they can to make it better.
The Macedonian Amer­
ican Student Association 
(MASA) is a student group 
comprised of Macedonian-
American students who 
wish to make a difference 
in their home country 
while studying at Grand 
Valley State University.
“We try to outreach to 
people or to the communi­
ty through bake sales, fun­
draisers, charities, mara­
thons, like 5Ks, and we like 
to give back to the com­
munity,” said Petar Elieff, 
president of MASA and 
GVSU sophomore. “That’s 
the main goal, to give back 
to the community.”
MASA gives back to
the community by donat­
ing the proceeds of events, 
large appliances, furniture 
and clothing to orphanages 
in Macedonia to help better 
the lives of those children.
One of the ways the or­
ganization gives back is by 
hosting 5K runs. The group 
charges $10 a runner to en­
ter the race with the pro­
ceeds going toward supplies.
Elieff said at the last 5K, they 
had over 100 people come out 
and they raised over $1,000 to 
send back to Macedonia.
The runs aren’t the only
way the group gives back. They 
also hold bake sales with tradi­
tional Macedonian dishes.
Some of these dishes in­
clude kifli, which is a less 
crispy croissant sprinkled 
with sesame seed and 
stuffed with feta cheese, 
borek, which is filo dough 
with cheese, spiced ground 
beef or both, and zelnik, 
which is made with a simi­
lar dough as the kifli but 
is the size of a pie and has 
cabbage and feta inside.
The group itself is an off­
shoot from a larger group
called the United Mace­
donian Diaspora (UMD) 
which helps Macedonian- 
American students all over 
the country and those who 
are from Macedonia them­
selves. UMD offers support 
and resources for students, 
classes and help assimilat­
ing into the U.S. and schol­
arships for people of Mace­
donian descent looking to 
further their education.
“You say why you’re 
proud to (be) Macedonian,” 
Elieff said. “So, you write an 
essay on why you’re proud
(and) they picked two win­
ners from the U.S. and a girl 
from the capital, Skopje.”
MASA on campus only 
has five members, but its small 
numbers don’t effect the group’s 
willingness to serve and help 
the Macedonian community 
at home and abroad, Elieff said.
To Elieff, MASA is a 
big ’“thank you” to every­
thing that has happened in 
his life. For him, being in­
volved in the group is his 
way of making sure others 
can feel the same way.
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Fulfilling students’ 
financial needs
Student senate budget 
requires updating
C
urrently, the 
Grand Valley State 
University student 
senate maintains 
and manages more than $1 
million of the total student 
life fund. No matter how 
you look at it, $ 1 million is a 
lot of money and distribut­
ing it to those who will use it 
best is no easy task.
We have over 500 student 
organizations at our univer­
sity, all of which require some 
sort of financial support, 
whether it’s to travel to con­
ferences or host an event on 
campus. That’s where student 
senate comes in. Throughout 
the year, organizations come 
to the student senate fund­
ing board and make a case for 
their organization. Based on 
student need and university 
impact, student groups are 
awarded funds after being re­
viewed by the funding board.
After looking at student 
need this semester, student 
senate has decided that an 
additional $50,000 in fund­
ing is necessary for the fu­
ture of the student life fund. 
In the 2015-16 school year, 
over 62 percent of the total 
requests were approved. This 
still leaves about 38 percent of 
requested money denied and 
can mean event cancellations 
or travel adjustments for 
those student organizations.
This is the first time in a 
decade a formal request has 
been submitted by student 
senate for additional fund­
ing. Looking back to 2006, 
GVSU was more than 2,000 
students smaller and lack­
ing quite a few signature 
elements of the 2016 itera­
tion of campus. Things have 
changed around campus and 
so should the way we handle 
the allocation of funds to the 
student population.
It’s great that our student
senate body wants to pro­
vide more money for student 
organizations and educa­
tional opportunities. Not to 
sound cliche, but with large 
amounts of money comes a 
large amount of responsibil­
ity. If the additional $50,000 
is approved for the student 
life fund and added to the 
budget, it is crucial that those 
in charge of deciding where 
the additional money goes 
are aware of the importance 
that this duty entails.
This responsibility should 
include strict and concrete 
guidelines for the added 
funding. If student senate is 
getting this money to better 
serve the student popula­
tion, what part of the stu­
dent population will receive 
funding? This review pro­
cess should also include a 
conversation with the GVSU 
community about what is 
needed across campus.
It should also be dis­
cussed with multiple depart­
ments at the university about 
where the money would go 
and in what areas would it 
benefit GVSU students the 
most. Though $50,000 is a 
lot of money, when you ap­
ply that to an undergradu­
ate population of more than 
25,000 students, everyone 
still is not going to get all the 
money that they need.
We appreciate that stu­
dent senate has taken the 
time to evaluate their request 
and ensure that it is reason­
able and applicable for our 
community. We hope that 
this thoughtful process con­
tinues as the formal request 
is processed by the univer­
sity. We also hope that future 
GVSU student senators ask 
for gradual increases each 
year io order to adjust tcy 
the ever-changing'and ever­
growing need of the students.
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Taking a much-needed break
Thanksgiving break offers comforts of home to students
BY JAKE KEELEY
ED! TOR I A L@LAN THORN. COM
Returning to your parent’s 
house after you’ve been away 
at school never happens quite 
as easily as it should. Whether 
Grand Valley State University 
plays a home football game, or 
your friend turns 21, there is
always an excuse as to why you 
opted against the three-hour 
car ride home and decided to 
stay at school for the weekend.
But, when you finally do 
return home, boy, is it relaxing.
If you asked me what I did 
over the break I wouldn’t have 
much to tell you. I watched 
copious amounts of football, I 
hung out with my friends and 
family and it wouldn’t have 
been Thanksgiving break if I 
didn’t eat a lot of food. While 
you might say my break was 
uneventful, I would say it was 
everything I needed.
Let’s first talk about 
football. I know, I talk about 
football a lot, but this time 
‘football’ doesn’t actually 
have to be ‘football’. For me, 
football is soul food. It’s good
for me. But for you, ‘watching 
football’ could very well be 
listening to music.
Maybe while you were 
home you had the chance to 
listen to three new albums 
that you couldn’t find the time 
to listen to at school. Maybe 
in lieu of your 8 a.m. lecture, 
you replaced that hour with 
a run around your neighbor­
hood. Whatever you found 
yourself doing over break is 
what being home, or at least 
being without the constraints 
of school, is all about.
Next up is friends and fam­
ily. I would never leave school 
if it wasn’t for the friends and 
family I had in my hometown. 
Obviously, the most important 
thing you can do together is 
spend time with those you
don’t get to see during the hus­
tle and bustle of the semester.
Lastly, we will talk about 
food. I’m sure everyone had a 
great Thanksgiving dinner, but 
eating fresh meals from my 
mother’s kitchen has a special 
place in my heart. I think it’s 
not so much the fact that I love 
my mom’s cooking, but rather 
the fact that I hate my own so 
much.
While I do love it at GVSU,
I can’t help but thoroughly 
enjoy my time home. It is 
a period of time to binge- 
watch football, spend time 
with friends and family, and 
overindulge in second helpings 
of home-cooked food. And it 
couldn’t have come at a better 
time during the semester.
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through the West Michigan winter
BY SARA KRAHEL
EDI TORI A L(S>LANTHORN.COM
Editors note: This column 
is a part of the Lanthorn’s 
Diversity Dialogue series, 
which gives students who 
identify as part of a minority 
population the platform to 
tell their stories of what life is 
like as a Laker.
An experience that 
people might think they 
understand but not truly 
realize how stressful it is to 
live through a West Michi­
gan winter at Grand Valley 
State University while using 
a wheelchair. During the 
winter months, I wake up 
every day and peek out my 
window hoping there isn’t
enough snow on the ground 
to make my day a living hell.
Trying to push yourself in 
about a foot of packed snow 
sucks and you practically 
have frostbite on your fingers 
by the time you get to where 
you are going. If there is more 
than three inches of snow on 
the ground, my daily routine 
has to completely change and 
revolve around other people 
helping me rather than rely­
ing on myself.
I am a very independent 
person who hates that I need 
to ask others for help because 
of something as unavoidable 
as the weather. Thankfully,
I have made some amazing 
friends at GVSU that are al­
ways willing to give me a help­
ing hand. There are countless 
occasions where I’ve called a 
friend to help me when I can’t 
get to my apartment because 
snow is blocking my path. 
There was one time when a 
couple of friends had to lift 
me in my wheelchair over the 
giant pile of snow the plows 
built up in front of my dorm 
freshman year.
One thing that has helped
me immensely with the dread 
of the winter months is the 
van services that GVSU’s 
Disability Support Resources 
(DSR) offers to physically 
disabled students. I’m a regu­
lar and have used it for the 
entirety of my three and a half 
years I’ve been a student here, 
but this service is also avail­
able for students who break 
a leg and need help getting to 
classes for a month. Since I 
use the van every year, I just 
have to send them my class 
schedule and they pick me up 
wherever I am and take me to 
all of my classes. This way, I do 
not have to worry about deal­
ing with the sometimes harsh 
winter conditions at GVSU.
During my freshman and 
sophomore year, only one of 
the vans had the capability to 
help students who use wheel­
chairs get to their classes. This 
never made sense to me, since 
the people who truly would 
need the assistance getting 
from The Connection to 
Mackinac Hall in 10 minutes 
are people who use wheel­
chairs. The van that did have 
the lift would break down
quite frequently, so frequently 
that I eventually learned all of 
its tricks and would teach new 
drivers how to fix it
Luckily, last year DSR 
received two new vans that 
both have wheelchair ramps 
in them, so I don’t have to 
worry about the van not 
being available to me and 
having to push myself to 
class. Yes, that has happened 
before and I broke out into a 
sweat pushing myself from 
my dorm to AuSable Hall.
I will always be thankful 
that GVSU offers the van ser­
vices, I honestly would have 
transferred after my freshman 
year because of how difficult 
it is to get around with the 
lake Michigan winters. I don’t 
know where I would be if I 
had transferred, since after 
my first year I started GVSUs 
Book Club with a friend and 
I would be lost in life without 
my Writing Center family.
Side note: even though I 
don’t like having to ask oth­
ers for help, I do appreciate 
it, and if you ever see me 
struggling in the snow, I 
wouldn’t say no to a push.
VALLEY VOTE
What is your favorite Thanksgiving food?
Turkey 28%
Mashed Potatoes 0%
Green Bean Casserole 29%
Stuffing 14%
Pie 29%
THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION
What do you know about 
the student senate funding 
process?
LOG ON & VOTE
www.lanthorn.com
BLOG
Finding ways to enjoy 
winter
By Claire Fisher
www.lanthorn.com
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE STUDENT SENATE FUNDING PROCESS?
ALEX BURACONAK
"I think we should know where (the money) is going 
and why (Spotlight Productions) is getting a budget 
cut and why President's Ball gets an increase in 
funding. I wish I knew where things were going ”
YEAR: Senior 
MAJOR: Hospitality
HOMETOWN: Farmington Hills. Michigan
LIV FUCINARI
"I don’t know anything about the process. I would 
like to know more. I think it’s important to know 
where the money is going or how it’s allocated to 
different organizations.”
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Speech language pathology 
HOMETOWN: Allen Park. Michigan
ABIGAIL ROBICHAUD
"I have no idea where the money goes and 
where they get the money.”
YEAR: Senior 
MAJOR: Hospitality 
HOMETOWN: Canton. Michigan
LOGAN GUNTHER
"I don’t really know much. I guess I’d like to know 
more about what organizations they provide 
funding to and how they come up with how much 
money each organization should receive’’
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Hostpitality/tourism management 
HOMETOWN: Commerce Township, Michigan
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TRAFFIC SAFETY
DIRECTION: Cross walk attendant Alex Putkovich directs traffic on GVSU’s Allendale Campus Tuesday, 
Nov. 8. This year, there have been three collisions between cars and pedestrians. GVL | SARA CARTE
Rules of the road
GV police encourage pedestrians, 
motorists to promote community safety
BY HANNAH LENTZ
ASSOC!A TE@LANTHORN.COM
Since the beginning of the 
fall semester, there have been 
three instances of collisions be­
tween cars and pedestrians on 
the Grand Valley State Univer­
sity campus. Following each of 
these instances, the pedestrians 
were transported to the hospi­
tal with non-fatal injuries.
GVSU prides itself on being 
a pedestrian-friendly campus, 
however, the biggest problem 
campus security sees is the 
failure to stop and look both 
ways before crossing the street 
said GVPD Capt. Brandon 
DeHaan. This causes issues on 
both sides, DeHaan said.
“We are noticing that 
in most cases of collision, 
people are not stopping, not 
paying attention and walking 
out in front of motor vehicles 
without giving them enough
time to stop,” DeHaan said.
Though the university has 
bike paths installed throughout 
the Allendale Campus, cyclists 
need to remember that they 
have to follow the rules of the 
road as well DeHaan said.
At the location of each 
accident, there were no 
crossing guards stationed, 
as they were not in areas as­
sociated with heavy traffic.
Parking services enforce­
ment supervisor Olivia Ca- 
ton monitors crossing guard 
locations on campus as well 
as parking enforcement.
The student employees, 
whose traffic-green vests have 
earned the nickname, “grel- 
low,” are placed in areas where 
the university has noted heavy 
traffic during peak hours. 
These high-traffic times are 
usually in the morning and 
evening after classes finish up.
Before student workers
are allowed to direct traf­
fic on their own, they must 
complete several trainings, 
including a mentoring pro­
gram that teaches students 
how to work with the flow 
of university traffic.
“We work with student 
employees until they are com­
fortable,” Caton said. “Though 
we do have an official training 
program, we wait until stu­
dents feel comfortable work­
ing with the road.”
In 2014, 4,884 pedestri­
ans and 726 bicyclists were 
killed in crashes with motor 
vehicles in the U.S. Though 
GVSU has not had a long- 
lasting problem with fatal 
collisions on campus, the 
police department is en­
couraging campus commu­
nity members to take extra 
caution on the road and be 
aware of surroundings no 
matter the official rules of
LOOKING BOTH WAYS: Alex Putkovich, a GVSU student cross walk attendant, guides Rapid buses out 
of the Kirkhof Center bus loop on the Allendale Campus during a high-traffic time. GVL | SARA CARTE
the road due to the rise in 
reports this year.
A $600,000 Grand Rapids 
bicycle safety education cam­
paign launched in May in an 
attempt to cut down on bicy­
cle crashes in the city. Since 
the launch of the campaign, 
total crashes involving bicy­
clists decreased from 72 in 
2015 to 42 in 2016 according 
to the city of Grand Rapids.
Those looking for more 
information on traffic safe­
ty initiatives and rules of 
the road can visit the po­
lice department’s website 
for tips and resources.
“This is a problem that can 
be avoided by taking a little 
more time,” DeHaan said. 
“We have to work with each 
other to keep our campus safe 
for everyone whether they’re 
in a car or on foot. Be alert, 
aware and responsible for the 
safety of your community.”
Pedestrian safety tips from 
GVPD
- Look both ways before you 
cross in the crosswalk, and 
keep looking as you cross.
- Do not assume that because 
you can see the driver, the
driver can see you or will au­
tomatically stop for you.
- Wear bright reflective cloth­
ing at night, in the evening, in 
the early morning hours and 
during inclement weather.
- Learn the rules of the road 
and obey all traffic laws.
- Check for traffic. Always be 
aware of the traffic around you.
- Protect your head. Wear a 
helmet.
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
GV adds new clinical dietetics master’s degree
Program to bring emphasis on dietetics, hands-on learning
EATING HEALTHY: Grand Valley State University recently added a clinical dietetics master’s program for the fall 2016 semester. The degree 
will focus on putting students in the middle of Grand Rapids’ Medical Mile to give them hands-on experience in the field. GVL I SARA CARTE
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM
Eating clean and main­
taining a healthy lifestyle can 
be hard for college students, 
especially during study 
binges and all-nighters.
For Marie Nalezyty, a grad­
uate student Grand Valley State 
University, she will be able to 
expand on her undergraduate 
degree in dietetics that she at­
tained at Michigan State Uni­
versity with further studying at 
GVSU due to its new master’s 
program in clinical dietetics.
“Our labs have been very 
hands-on and educational,” she 
said. “It has been a learning ex­
perience for everyone since this 
is the first year of the program, 
but the students and the pro­
fessors are communicating ef­
ficiently and working through 
any bumps in the round.”
The master of science in 
clinical dietetics program 
began in fall 2016 as part of 
GVSU’s Department of Public 
Health and College of Health 
Professions and focused on 
putting students in the heart of 
Grand Rapids’ Medical Mile.
Approved by GVSU’s Board 
of Trustees in 2015, the pro­
gram was accredited in 2016 by 
the Accreditation Council for 
Education in Nutrition and Di­
etetics (ACEND) of the Acad­
emy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
With courses ranging from 
food culture to medical nutri­
tional therapy, being involved 
in clinical dietetics program 
at GVSU will provide stu­
dents the chance to become 
registered dietitians and also 
find work in hospitals, reha­
bilitation centers and other 
health care-based areas.
Jody Vogelzang, director of 
the clinical dietetics program
and an assistant professor of 
public health at GVSU, said 
the program looks at science- 
based courses to create an 
environment where students 
can learn how to accommo­
date various health needs in a 
growing population.
“We are at a cusp of change 
for professional dietitians and 
we are taking students forward 
into a program of the future 
opposed to something great in 
the 20th century,” she said.
A significant aspect of the 
program, Vogelzang said, was 
it being broken up into two 
tracks for graduate classes.
Track A is a full-time 
program designed for stu­
dents who need to complete 
supervised practice, while 
Track B is a part-time pro­
gram designed for registered 
dietitians (RDs) or registered 
dietitian nutritionists (RDNs) 
wanting a master’s degree.
Both tracks also utilize the 
hybrid model of classes, with 
Track A providing students 
the chance to sit for the regis­
tration exam leading to RDN 
credential and with Track 
B expanding the RDs and 
RDNs knowledge and com­
prehension of dietetics.
“Students can have access 
to the science and practices in 
dietary modifications to help 
sustain or improve health,” Vo­
gelzang said. “In addition, our 
students are spending some of 
their supervised practice time 
on campus or working on oth­
er projects that have to work 
on health eating initiatives.”
Reinforcing an active learn­
ing experience, the clinical 
dietetics program will allow 
future dietitians at GVSU to be 
part of the growing job market 
in nutrition and health.
GRADFEST
CONTINUED FROM A1
for an instant print.
"I’m mostly looking 
forward to getting my cap 
and gown and making this 
whole graduation thing
seem official,” said Kelsey 
Owens, a GVSU senior 
graduating after the fall 
2016 semester. “It’s nice 
that they coordinate a cou­
ple days where we can stop 
in and get them at a dis­
counted rate.”
Other staples of gradu­
ation including announce­
ments and diploma frames 
will be available for purchase 
as well. Seniors and graduate 
students will also be present­
ed with some cake and other 
treats before leaving school.
“Just come prepared to 
have fun and eat cake,” 
Geurink said.
The Alumni Association 
is also looking to welcome 
the new graduates into the 
organization. Every student 
who graduates from GVSU
is automatically entered 
into the Alumni Association 
with no fee or requirements. 
At the event, the representa­
tives will be available to give 
further information on how 
to become more involved in 
the association.
“It’s again a chance to 
welcome you into your new 
relationship with Grand 
Valley,” Geurink said.
Students attending are 
asked to bring their school 
ID and any money they may 
need for purchases.
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OPEN AUDITIONS FOR ‘DETROIT’
The Grand Valley State University theater depart­
ment is holding auditions for performance roles and 
backstage duties for the play "Detroit" Thursday.
Dec. 1 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. and Friday, Dec. 2 
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center.
"Detroit." written by Lisa D’Amour, takes place in 
a suburb outside of Detroit. The plot revolves around 
a dysfunctional couple who experience comic conse­
quences upon welcoming new neighbors into the area.
Castings are open to all students, regardless of 
major. Academic credit will also be available for cast 
and crew members.
Copies of the play for advance reading are avail­
able online from the GVSU library’s e-reserve service. 
Read about auditioning tips on the GVSU theater 
website, www.gvsu.edu/theatre.
FEEDING AMERICA DRIVE
Help families in need prepare for the cold win­
ter months by participating in the Feeding America 
Drive at Grand Valley State University Monday. Nov.
28 from noon until 1 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center.
Bring donations of food and toiletries to add to the 
collection of items at the drive or donate money to the 
Feeding America of West Michigan organization.
For more information on the drive, email gvphisig- 
mapi@gmail.com.
IT’S ON US: R.A.D. RAPE AGGRESSION DEFENSE 
TRAINING
The Women’s Center at Grand Valley State 
University will be hosting a free self-defense workshop 
for women Monday. Nov. 28 from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. in 
the Pere Marquette Room of the Kirkhof Center.
Participants will be taught the Rape Aggression 
Defense (R.A.D.) system, a program of realistic self- 
defense tactics and techniques women can use in 
threatening situations. The course begins with aware­
ness, prevention, risk reduction and risk avoidance.
All courses are taught by nationally certified R.A.D. 
instructors who will provide participants with a refer­
ence manual.
GRADFEST
GradFest will be held at Grand Valley State 
University Wednesday, Nov. 30 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
in the Pere Marquette Room of the Kirkhof Center.
This pre-commencement celebration is intended to 
help congratulate graduating students’ success. Students 
will be able to pick up their caps and gowns, purchase 
commencement tickets, receive their graduation gift 
from the Alumni Association and enjoy some cake.
There will be another GradFest event Thursday, Dec. 1 
from 10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the DeVos Center downtown.
VISUAL ART
GV professors 
present four- 
piece exhibit 
in Chicago
GRAPHIC DESIGN
BY CARMEN SMITH
CSMITH@LANTHORN.COM
Meghan Moe Beitiks, a 
visual studies and founda­
tions professor at Grand 
Valley State University and 
her colleagues, Marissa 
Benedict, Liz Ensz and 
Lindsey French, presented 
four stations of performance 
art varying in complexities 
of sites, systems, ecologies, 
communication, matter and 
relevant social histories. 
Their work was put on dis­
play this past week at the 
Museum of Contemporary 
Art in Chicago.
The four artists presented 
their show “aper_ture: ad­
mitting the light” Tuesday, 
Nov. 22, from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
at the MCA in Chicago. A 
van of 12 GVSU students and 
faculty traveled from Calder 
Art Center to Chicago to ex­
perience and support the art­
ists and their work.
The exhibition took audi­
ence members through a myr­
iad of assorted visual, audio
and performance art pieces. 
Tour guides escorted audience 
members using flashlights 
from station to station, stop­
ping at each piece for a five to 
10 minute live performance.
Programs were also dis­
tributed featuring written es­
says from each artist describ­
ing their event, experience 
and connections. The art­
ists have been working with 
these ideas and projects since 
the late spring of last year.
The exhibition began with 
a short performance piece by 
Beitiks. She stood between 
two flat screen televisions, one 
displaying a graphic of her 
brainwaves and another dis­
playing short, sporadic videos 
of animals and crowds breath­
ing. Breathing along with the 
visual, Beitiks showed the ex­
ploration of frame and respira­
tory rate as well as brain waves 
and perceptions of light.
Following Beitiks’ work was 
French’s performance piece. 
She played an instructional au­
dio piece that lasted eight min­
utes. During her audio piece,
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MERCHANDISE: QAYAQ” is a kayak and clothing company created 
by GVSU art student Hannah Schrotenboer. gvl | KATE branum
IRS’**'
PACKAGING: "Pourri" is a tea company designed and branded by 
GVSU art student Seohee Lee for the exhibit, gvl | kate branum
BRANDING: GVSU art student Kelsey Kolokowski produced the 
packaging for her cosmetics company, “NOVA.” GVL I KATE branum
Art students showcase 
unique commercial design
BY KATE BRANUM
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity senior art students Kelsey 
Kolokowski, SeoHee Lee and 
Hannah Schrotenboer have 
created “THR3E,” a group 
exhibition showcasing each 
of the final projects they have 
been working on for the dura­
tion of the fall semester.
The exhibition, held in the 
Stuart B. and Barbara H. Pad- 
nos Student Art and Design 
Gallery in the Calder Arts 
Center on the Allendale Cam­
pus, opened with a reception 
held Thursday, Nov. 17.
Each artist aimed to create 
a project that reflected their 
personality and interests, re­
sulting in an exhibition that 
is a split into three vastly 
different themes includ­
ing makeup, tea and kayaks. 
Using their knowledge of 
graphic design, all three art­
ists produced a company and 
a series of items with unique 
packaging and presentation.
Every aspect of design was 
considered when creating the
final products, from color- 
schemes to the shape of the 
boxes. The artists wanted to 
make packaging and brand­
ing that would attract atten­
tion and look professional.
“This is (the students’) 
final thing and they were 
responsible for every aspect 
of the project,” assistant pro­
fessor of graphic design at 
GVSU Vinicius Lima said. 
“They managed their time 
and they managed their bud­
gets. I was there as an advi­
sor giving feedback on their 
work, but they chose what 
they wanted to do. It’s kind 
of a big step, they spend a 
whole four years working on 
assignments that are given 
to them, and eventually (the 
students) find themselves 
having to do their own thing 
and deciding how they are 
going to approach it.”
Kolokowski created brand­
ing and designed original pack­
aging for a cosmetics company 
she created called “NOVA.” 
Drawing inspiration from 
outer space and high-fashion, 
Kolokowski produced 13 dif­
ferent lipsticks and 12 shades
of eyeshadow. Each product 
is set in black packaging with 
popping neon accents, reflect­
ing the extraterrestrial editorial 
mood she wanted to convey.
Included in her display 
were large posters and a cata­
log portraying a model wear­
ing Kolokowski’s products as 
well as a card listing the names 
of her eyeshadow colors.
Tve always really liked 
makeup and I had no idea 
what I wanted to do with my 
show,” Kolokowski said. “I 
talked with multiple people 
about what to do and they told 
me I should do a makeup line. 
I usually don’t get to do things 
like that-what I enjoy-because 
usually we are given assign­
ments. (The assignments) are 
fun, but I wanted to do some­
thing I was passionate about.”
Lee produced branding 
and packaging for her tea 
company called “Pourri,” 
which featured white packag­
ing with dainty, floral designs 
and gold accents. Utilizing 
dried flowers, small, round 
tins and carefully folded card­
board boxes, Lee recreated 
classic tea flavors including
lavender, chamomile, blue 
chai and pink rose. Accom­
panying each tea flavor was 
a description of the product 
and enticing gift tags.
“I want people to enjoy 
design itself and realize 
how it can be colorful, en­
joyable and fun,” Lee said.
Schrotenboer’s project, 
“QAYAQ,” spanned the right 
wall of the gallery, displaying 
three handmade, small-scale 
wooden kayak models. Under 
each kayak, she included the 
name of the model and the 
dimensions of the large-scale 
version. Schrotenboer also 
made a white T-shirt and a 
gray sweatshirt with the QAY­
AQ logo printed on the front.
“There is quite a bit of 
learning involved in this, and 
it might seem like some of the 
choices are done just for fun, 
but there is a lot of thought 
behind the things and there is 
quite a backstory for each of the 
trends that should hopefully 
come across. It’s important for 
people to see that,” Lima said.
“THR3E” will be on dis­
play until Friday, Dec. 2.
French exhibited scented, pink 
cards that glowed green in the 
dark. French’s work was cre­
ated with the intention to ex­
plore the act of photosynthesis 
and relating it to femininity, 
misogyny and economies.
Continuing through the 
exhibition, viewers listened to 
a brief monologue delivered 
by Ensz. The monologue took 
audience members on a road 
trip from the sunset through 
a period darkness and even­
tually ended by displaying the 
sky at dawn. Pre-recorded au­
dio of voice and sound played 
from hand-made tire speak­
ers while visuals were project­
ed from the headlights of the 
grill of a Jeep onto a translu­
cent screen, making it visible 
from all sides.
Benedict’s piece concluded 
the exhibition. She presented 
an eight-minute performance 
lecture with live audio and 
video projection. Benedict’s 
work was on flexible infra­
structure, forms of assembly 
and modes of resistance, along
PERFORMANCE ART: “Ape_ture" features visual, audio and performance art pieces. The four-part exhi­
bition is currently on display at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, courtesy | aiden simon
with images of the emergency 
“shade ball” dropped on the 
Los Angeles reservoir in 2014.
Alejandro Acierto con­
ducted technology support and 
facilitation for Benedict’s piece.
“Some of us have worked 
together as a group for several 
years, so the show is signifi­
cant in that sense,” Beitiks said. 
“I hope for the audience to get 
a glimpse of our individual 
practices and use those as a 
means to reflect on the various 
things we are examining.”
After completing the 
“aper_ture” series, Beitiks is 
going to continue to work on
a project titled “Systems of 
Pain/Networks of Resilience,” 
which is a series of video, in­
stallation and performance 
works examining parallels 
in human and non-human 
processes of resilience and 
recovery from trauma.
SENIOR EXHIBITION
Lakers create multi-medium art show
BY NICOLE BOBB
NBOBB@LANTHORN.COM
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity art students Bobby 
Manquen, Gina Pisto, Ol­
ivia Hill and Sarah Stanners 
will feature original artwork 
in their upcoming exhibi­
tion “Connecting Worlds.”
The show will open with a 
reception held Thursday, Dec. 
8 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the 
Stuart B. and Barbara H. Pad-
nos Student Art and Design 
Gallery in the Calder Art Cen­
ter on the Allendale (Campus.
“Connecting Worlds” was 
created as a graduation for 
the artists who will be grad­
uating this year. All student 
in the art program at GVSU 
go through the process of 
creating one-of-a-kind art 
and installing it in a show.
The show features a vari­
ety of mediums. Manquen 
and Hill specialize in illus­
tration, Pisto works with
ceramics and Stanners will 
showcase printmaking.
Stanners is a senior who 
plans to graduate this Decem­
ber. After graduation, Stanners 
hopes to find a job in the print­
ing industry and to continue 
with her drawings and prints. 
Someday, she hopes to have her 
work featured in galleries.
“The skills I’ve learned in 
the art department will al­
low me to make connections 
between my art and different 
things, as well as being able
to solve problems and answer 
questions about the world 
around us,” Stanners said.
Stanners had initially 
planned to go into illustra­
tion, but fell in love with 
printmaking while waiting 
to have an entry review for 
the illustration program.
“(Printmaking) allowed 
me to combine my love for 
drawing with so many new 
techniques and processes,” 
Stanners said.
Using prints instead of
drawings for this show was at 
first challenging for Stanners 
because the printing process 
takes patience as the product 
does not always come out 
perfectly the first time.
“The work for this ex­
hibit keeps in the theme 
that all my artwork has 
been revolving around in 
the last year or so, but this 
work particularly has made 
me look at the world a little 
differently,” Stanners said.
Stanner’s work is about
the relationships animals 
have with humans while 
comparing the idea of the an­
imal and the human animal.
“We are essentially the 
same, but humans put 
themselves on such a high 
pedestal and try to get so 
far away from their natu­
ral animalistic instincts by 
forming dominating rela­
tionships with some ani­
mals and fearing others,” 
Stanners said.
♦ ♦ ♦
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CARTER NOMINATED FOR 
2016 HARLON HILL AWARD
Martayveus Carter, a sophomore 
running back for the Grand Valley 
State football team, was nominated 
for the 2016 Harlon Hill Award.
The award is presented to the top 
player in all of Division II football.
Carter is one of 11 players to be 
nominated from the region, and 
one of 42 players nominated na­
tionally. In GVSU program history, 
only five players have ever been 
nominated for the award.
The last player to be nominat­
ed was former quarterback Brad 
Iciek in 2009. The only player to 
win the award was former GVSU 
quarterback Curt Anes in 2002.
As a sophomore this season, 
Carter has rushed for 1,807 yards 
and 19 touchdowns on 238 carries. 
He broke the single-season rushing 
record for GVSU (1,633), and his 7.8 
yards per carry ranks first among 
running backs in the nation with 
over 200 touches.
His performance this season 
has already earned him GLIAC 
Offensive Back of the Year.
Of the 42 candidates this year, 
there are 20 quarterbacks, eight 
running backs, five wide receiv­
ers, six defensive players and one 
offensive lineman, tight end and 
kicker each.
The list will be narrowed 
down to eight players when vot­
ing closes Nov. 28. The winner 
will be announced Friday, Dec. 16 
via webcast.
FOLEY AND BALTES WIN 
POSTSEASON AWARDS
Grand Valley State track and 
field and cross country coach 
Jerry Baltes and runner Kendra 
Foley both won awards follow­
ing the NCAA Division II National 
Championships.
Foley was named the winner 
of the 2016 Doris Brown Heritage 
Award for the top women’s run­
ner in all of Division II.
Baltes was named the winner 
of the 2016 Duane Vandenbusche 
Award for the top women’s 
coach in Division II.
This season, Foley became 
the first woman in Division 
II history to win individual 
national championships in non- 
consecutive years.
Foley finished first in 2014 
and again this season. This 
year, Foley beat defending 2015 
champion Alexis Zeis from the 
University of Mary by 25 seconds.
Baltes led the Lakers to a fifth 
national championship in the past 
seven seasons this year.
Four of his runners placed inside 
of the top 40 at the NCAA Division 
II National Championship to secure 
a 116-139 victory over Adams State.
GVSU went undefeated in 
the regular season against Dll 
opponents and won the GLIAC 
Championship.
CARLSON AND MENCOTTI 
NAMED COSIDA ACADEMIC 
ALL-AMERICANS
The Grand Valley State wom­
en’s soccer team earned two 
spots on the CoSIDA Academic 
All-American team for both 
players’ work on the field and in 
the classroom.
Senior defender Clare 
Carlson and junior forward 
Mencotti both earned a spot on 
this year’s team.
For the second consecutive 
year, Carlson has been named to 
the First Team.
The dynamic defender has 
helped the Lakers to a 22-1-1 
record. She leads a defense 
that has recorded 19 shutouts 
and allowed only five goals this 
season. Carlson holds a 3.92 GPA 
in biomedical sciences.
Mencotti, a first time CoSIDA 
Academic All-American, leads 
the NCAA at the Division II level 
in goals (29) and points (69) 
this season.
She was named the DIICCA 
All-Midwest Region Player of the 
Year for her efforts in her junior 
campaign. Mencotti holds a 3.73 
GPA as a finance major.
FOOTBALL
Kings of the jungle
GV tops Texas A&M Commerce 55-32 in NCAA playoff game
BACK-AND-FORTH: GVSU’s Brandon Bean hurdles over the opposing team to score his first touch­
down during the playoff game against Texas A&M Commerce Saturday, Nov. 26. gvl I Emily frye
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
Bart Williams knew he 
made a mistake.
The Grand Valley State 
quarterback threw an inter­
ception that was returned 
97-yards for a touchdown 
by Texas A&M Commerce 
cornerback Yusef Sterling- 
Lowe, cutting the GVSU 
lead to just seven points ear­
ly in the third quarter.
Williams and the Lak­
ers didn’t fold after the tough 
play—they responded.
The Inkers (12-0) pulled 
away from the Lions (11-2) 
in the second half and won 
55-32 at home in the second 
round of the NCAA Division 
II playoffs Saturday, Nov. 26.
“I feel like I let the team 
down a little bit,” Williams 
said. “But at the same time, 
its my job as the quarterback 
to go out there and make the 
plays necessary to win the ball 
game. I feel like I did that, and 
we did that as an offense.”
It was the Lakers’ first 
program win over the Lions. 
Formerly East Texas State, 
the Lions were 2-0 against 
the Lakers all-time, claiming 
playoff victories in 1990 and 
1991—the latter is their last 
playoff win to date. The Lions 
were the Lone Star Confer­
ence champions this season.
With the win, GVSU ad­
vances to the NCAA Quarter­
finals against rival Ferris State 
next Saturday, Dec. 3 in Allen­
dale. The Lakers defeated Fer­
ris 35-23 earlier this season at 
home Saturday, Oct. 8.
GVSU could have poten­
tially gone up by three pos­
sessions had Williams not 
thrown the interception. 
Instead, the offense had to 
come back out on the field 
with just a seven-point lead. 
The Lakers’ ability to keep 
the momentum on their
sideline proved to be the 
difference in the game.
“It was a great job,” said 
GVSU coach Matt Mitchell. 
“We throw the pick-six, and 
all (of a) sudden you go back 
to a one score game. We kind 
of slumped it off offensively, 
we didn’t let it affect us. That’s 
the best thing about our 
team. Things have happened 
back-and-forth all season, 
nothing gets to them.”
GVSU rode on the back of 
Martayveus Carter to victory. 
He finished with 217 yards 
on 33 carries and was relied 
upon on several third downs 
throughout the game. With 
his performance, he broke 
the GVSU single-season 
rushing record (1,633) set by 
Michael Tennessee in 2003.
“(Carter) is the best of­
fensive player we’ve played 
against maybe since I’ve been 
here,” said A&M coach Colby 
Carthel. “I was telling our 
coaches, ‘we need to recruit 
some guys that look like that”’
Carter consistently broke 
long runs throughout the 
game. When he hit the sec­
ond level of the Lion defense, 
Carter’s mindset was simple.
“Everybody executed 
well,” he said. “Getting to 
the secondary, it was pret­
ty much a ‘me versus you’ 
type mindset. It was either 
me or him, and I wasn’t go­
ing to take the loss.”
The Lions offense only 
managed nine yards in the 
entire third quarter, much of 
which had to do with GVSUs 
ball control—the Lions had 
the ball for only one minute 
and nine seconds in the third.
“Its kind of tough being 
on the sidelines sitting in the 
cold just waiting for your time 
to come,” said A&M quarter­
back Luis Perez, who finished 
with 319. passing yards, three
SEE FOOTBALL | A8
SOCCER
‘Ready to go’
GV soccer prepares for bout with 
Columbus State in Final Four
READY TO GO: Madz Ham (9) celebrates the first Laker goal of the night scored by Marti Corby 
in the game (13) against Central Missouri Sunday, Nov. 20 in Allendale, gvl I KEVIN SIELAFF
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK@LANTHORN.COM
For the eighth straight 
season, the Grand Valley 
State women’s soccer team 
will be playing in the NCAA 
Final Four. After a 3-1 win 
over Central Missouri in 
the quarterfinals, the No. 
2 Lakers (22-1-1) will face 
off against No. 5 Columbus 
State (21-2) on Thursday, 
Dec. 1 in Kansas City.
GVSU’s defense with the 
lowest goals-against average 
in the nation will be tested 
Thursday, playing the high­
est-scoring offense in the 
nation in Columbus State. 
The Cougars have scored 96 
goals this season for a 4.17 
goals per game average.
“They are very gifted of­
fensively,” said GVSU coach 
Jeff Hosier. “We just have to 
do what we have been do­
ing all year and that’s be dis­
ciplined, close down spaces 
well, win balls and make sure 
we are playing good cover and 
overall shape behind the ball.”
The Cougars are 5-0 
against teams ranked in the 
top-25 this year and are cur­
rently riding a 16-game win 
streak. GVSU is 3-0 against 
top-25 teams this season.
The Lakers have had 
success against the Cougars 
in the past. In the last year’s 
national championship 
game, GVSU beat Colum­
bus State 2-0. Midfielder
Marti Corby opened up the 
scoring in that game with a 
goal off a free kick.
“They were the better 
team for the first 30 minutes 
in the game last year,” Ho­
sier said. “It’s very similar 
to the team a year ago, but 
all with another year of ex­
perience and all with a little 
more hunger because they 
got a taste of what the Final 
Four was like last year.”
The Cougars play a 3-5- 
2 formation, something 
that GVSU has not played 
against often this year. But 
with almost two weeks to 
prepare, the Lakers will be 
familiar with the formation 
come game time.
“Last year we only had 
one day to prepare for play­
ing against that formation,” 
said senior defender Clare 
Carlson. “It’s been really nice 
having this extra time to pre­
pare because it is tough for­
mation to play against. There 
are a lot of different little 
quirks we need to adjust in 
our defensive shape.”
While the break has given 
them time to prepare, the 
Lakers have not been in game 
action for almost two weeks. 
The break is the longest of 
the season, but the team has 
experience this type of break 
the past three years.
Last season, the Lakers 
scored twice in the first 10 
minutes against Western 
Washington in the Final
Four game.
“Each of the last two years, 
we have come out really well,” 
Hosier said. “A little bit of the 
layoff makes the kids hungry 
to go play again. This time of 
the year, they want to get out 
and play games.”
The team received two 
days off for Thanksgiving in 
order to recuperate and take a 
mental break from soccer.
“We were given two days
off to take a mental break,” 
Carlson said. “That helps a 
lot because by this time of 
the year a lot of people are 
mentally fatigued, and tak­
ing that break to not think 
about soccer for a little bit, 
or at least try to not think 
about it, allows us to come 
back mentally prepared 
and ready to go.”
The team will fly to Kansas 
City Tuesday morning be­
fore playing in the semifinals 
Thursday, Dec. 1 at 6 p.m.
“This is going to be the 
best opponent we’ve played 
all year,” Hosier said. “I 
think our girls are very fo­
cused and understand that.”
The winner of that 
game will face the winner 
of the Western Washing­
ton and Kutztown game in 
the NCAA Championship 
Saturday, Dec. 3.
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CONTINUED FROM A7
touchdowns and two inter­
ceptions. “Its real tough to 
just sit there and just wait.”
The pick-six came at the 
end of a five-minute GVSU 
drive that started the second
half. The Lakers went on an­
other long drive after that, 
which was capped off by a two- 
yard score by Terrell I horsey to 
make it 38-24 Lakers.
The Lions offense finally 
had an opportunity to capi­
talize with about five min­
utes left in the quarter, but 
went three-and-out. The Li­
BRO-HUG: GVSU's Brandon Bean and Marquez Gollman celebrate 
during the game against Texas A&M Commerce, gvl I emily frye
ons attempted a fake punt, 
but it failed and the Lakers 
regained possession at the 
A&M 44-yard line. Carter 
scored on a four-yard touch­
down run a few plays later to 
put the game out of reach.
Carthel regrets not being 
able to capitalize on the pick-six.
“That could have been a
spark for us,” Carthel said. 
“We’ve kind of been a momen­
tum team throughout the year, 
but tonight we just couldn’t 
sustain that momentum.”
Brandon Bean led the 
Lakers with six catches for 
109 yards and two touch­
downs. Bean’s first touch­
down was a 25-yard score in
which he hurdled a defender 
to get into the end zone. The 
play was featured on ESPN’s 
must-see plays of the day.
“Track seasons coming up,” 
Bean said jokingly. “No, 1 saw 
two defenders coming, I just 
tried to make an athletic play.”
Williams finished 17-of- 
26 for 311 yards, four touch­
downs and three sacks. Gar­
rett Pougnet led the defense 
with 10 tackles and an inter­
ception. Tre Walton had six 
tackles in his second game 
back from an injury suffered 
in GVSU’s win over North­
ern Michigan Saturday, 
Sept. 17. Donte Carey also 
had an interception.
ANCHOR UP: Members of the Grand Valley State football team celebrate after a 55-32 victory over Texas A&M Commerce in the second 
round of the playoffs. The Lakers will face rival Ferris State in the quarterfinals Saturday, Dec. 3 at Lubbers Stadium. GVL I EMILY FRYE
FLYING HIGH: Grand Valley State running back Martayveus Carter leaps over a Texas A&M Commerce 
defender to score a touchdown. The touchdown was Carter’s lone score of the game. GVL | EMILY FRYE
CELEBRATE: Wide receiver Urston Smith (10) and quarterback Bart Williams (6) come together after a SANDWICHED A trio of Grand Valley’State defensemen smother a Texas A&M Commerce ball carrier
Laker score. Smith finished with 82 receiving yards, and Williams threw for 311 yards. GVL I EMILY FRYE before he can gain another yard. The Lakers defense held the Lions to 32 points. GVL | EMILY FRYE
BROTHERS Grand Valley State's Joe Robbins, Dylan Carroll and a heard of other Lakers prepare to take the field against Texas A&M Com­
merce Saturday, Nov. 26. Carroll finished the game with two tackles to help the Lakers advance to the quarterfinals. GVL I Emily frye
FREE CLASSIFIEDS
FOR STUDENTS AND STAFF
...up to 4 weeks...
YOUR AUDIENCE COULD BE...
LIMITLESS
Announcements 
Employment 
For Sale 
Entertainment 
Housing
Lost & Found 
Miscellaneous 
Services 
Wanted
Student Org. Events 
Internships
email us at lakerexchangeQlanthorn.com 
or submit online lanthorn com/classlfled
ROAR: The Lakers Rahju Blackmon unleashes a roar in the Lakers’ 
first playoff game against Texas A&M Commerce, gvl | emily frye
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W. BASKETBALL
BACK-TO-BACK WINS: Bailey Cairnduff (34) holds the ball on the arch against the opposing team. The Lakers beat the Timberwolves of Northwood University in Allendale with a final score of 71-47 Wednesday, 
Jan. 24 bringing GVSU to a three-game wining streak. Grand Valley State women's basketball will host Findlay Thursday, Dec, 1 at 6 p.m. and Ohio Dominican Saturday, Dec. 3 at 1 p.m. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK@LANTHORN.COM
While the majority of the 
Grand Valley State commu­
nity was stuffing turkey in 
their mouths and watching 
football for Thanksgiving, 
the GVSU women’s basket­
ball team was busy basking 
in the sun and winning two 
games in Puerto Rico.
The Lakers beat Lubbock 
Christian, the defending 
NCAA National Champi­
ons, 52-45 and Indianapolis 
53-47 in the two-game se­
ries in Puerto Rico.
“We knew that it would 
be close games and they
were,” said GVSU coach 
Mike Williams. “I thought 
our kids were challenged 
and they responded.”
Aside from paddle boarding 
and swimming in the ocean, 
the No. 19 Lakers (4-1) beat 
No. 24 Lubbock Christian on 
the first game of the trip Friday, 
Nov. 25. Senior guard Janae 
Langs led all scorers with 15 
points to go along with four re­
bounds and two assists.
GVSU jumped out to a 
lead in the first half, but the 
Chaparrals responded in the 
third quarter to cut into the 
lead. The Lakers countered in 
the fourth quarter, outscor- 
ing the Chaparrals 15-10.
“They didn’t hang their 
heads,” Williams said. “Both 
teams made runs. We were 
up 12 on Lubbock and they 
cut it to two, and our kids 
kept their chins up.”
After starting with a win, 
the Lakers finished the trip 
with a perfect record by top­
ping Indianapolis on Saturday, 
Nov. 26. Shooting guard Bailey 
Cairnduff led the team with 
19 points along with seven re­
bounds and two steals.
“She was aggressive hunt­
ing shots,” Williams said. 
“That’s what we do and I 
thought that was good to see.”
Similar to the Lubbock 
Christian game, the Lakers
played a strong first half to 
take a lead into the second 
half. Langs led all scorers in 
the first half with six points.
“We just had a great energy 
and everyone was feeding off 
each other,” Cairnduff said. “I 
just happened to be in the right 
places in the right time.”
But like the game against 
Lubbock Christian, Indianapo­
lis cut into the Lakers’ lead in 
the third quarter. The Lakers 
turned to the starting five to 
stop the comeback.
GVSU’s starting five played 
heavily throughout the game, 
with each of them logging over 
30 minutes on the floor.
“We have a pretty deep
bench but a lot of the time it’s 
about matchups,” Williams 
said. “Our starters were war­
riors to go back-to-back and 
(to) play as many minutes as 
they did was pretty impressive.”
The Lakers closed out the 
game by outscoring the Grey­
hounds 17-12 in the fourth 
quarter to secure the victory. 
After giving up more than 70 
points in two games this sea­
son, the GVSU defense has 
shaped up in the last three 
games, allowing less than 50 
points in all three.
“These last two games, 
our defense is what (helped) 
us through those two victo­
ries,” Langs said. “Now we
know that we can stop good 
teams from scoring.”
The game against India­
napolis marked the Lakers’ last 
game against a non-conference 
opponent before GLLAC play 
starts Thursday, Dec. 1 against 
Findlay. The Lakers are riding a 
three-game winning streak.
“They were two great 
teams, but we can’t get too 
caught up in it,” Cairnduff 
said. “We have to feed off the 
energy right now and carry 
that over into conference play.”
GVSU will host Findlay 
Thursday, Dec. 1 at 6 p.m. 
and Ohio Dominican Satur­
day, Dec. 3 at 1 p.m.
ENERGY: Juwan Starks (22) dribbles around a defender. GVSU defeated Trinity Christian Friday, Nov. 18. 
The Lakers will open conference play against the Findlay Oilers Thursday. Dec. 1. GVL | LUKE holmes
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M. BASKETBALL
GV men’s hoops ends ndff-conference slate 2-1
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTS@LA N THORN. COM
The Grand Valley State 
men’s basketball team (4-3) 
ended its nonconference slate 
2-1 in a three-game stretch that 
started Monday, Nov. 21 with 
an 88-55 win over the Grace 
Bible Tigers in Allendale. The 
Lakers then traveled to Rens­
selaer, Indiana for the Saint
Joseph’s College Thanksgiving 
Classic Friday and Saturday, 
Nov. 25-26.
The Lakers fell to the Upper 
Iowa Peacocks 76-72 Friday, 
but rebounded Saturday with a 
92-68 win over the Salem Inter­
national Tigers, their first road 
win this season.
The Lakers jumped out to 
a 47-19 first half lead over the 
Tigers on Monday, and never
looked back. The Lakers shot 
14-28 from beyond the arc and 
the Tigers had just one player 
in double figures. Senior guard 
Luke Ryskamp led all players 
with 22 points. Senior forward 
Trevin Alexander was a Swiss 
Army knife for the Lakers, 
recording 16 points, nine re­
bounds, six assists, four steals 
and two blocks.
Against the Peacocks on
Friday, the Lakers found them­
selves in yet another tight road 
contest. The game was tied 68- 
68 with just minutes remaining, 
but the Peacocks scored eight 
of the last 12 points to win. In 
road games this season, the 
Lakers have lost by margins of 
just eight, five and four points.
The Peacocks’ Josh Wee- 
ber came off the bench and 
scored 20 points off the 
bench—11 of which came in 
the second half—on 7-of-10 
shooting with five 3-pointers.
“They had (Weeber) come 
off the bench and really get hot, 
made some great shots,” said 
GVSU coach Ric Wesley. “He 
banked in a three iate in the 
shot dock, so they had some 
things roll their way. Disap­
pointing loss, I don’t fault our 
effort, we just didn’t quite make 
enough good plays.”
The Lakers had four play­
ers in double figures: Rys­
kamp (15), Drake Baar (14), 
Alexander (13) and senior 
forward Juwan Starks (11). 
Alexander led the team with
15 boards and added five as­
sists and two blocks.
The Lakers rebounded from 
that loss and got their first road 
win of the season in a tourna­
ment consolation game Satur­
day against the Tigers of Salem 
International, and opened the 
game outscoring the Tigers 45- 
23 in the first half.
Ryskamp made history 22 
seconds into the game. Sit­
ting at 999 career points, the 
senior drilled a 3-pointer that 
put him into the GVSU 1,000 
point-club. He’s the 34th Lak­
er to do so, and he finished 
the game with 16 points.
“I think it was a good feel­
ing for everybody, to see how 
hard you’ve got to play and 
how good you’ve got to execute 
on the road to win,” Ryskamp 
said. “To pull that game out on 
the road, not very many people 
were there, we kind of had to 
bring our own energy.
“Team-wise, it was a 
very good test for us, and it 
was a very good win.”
Baar, the junior center, had
his best game of the season. He 
notched a career-high 23 points 
and five rebounds. He was 10- 
for-10 from the field, the first 
Laker to do that since Callistus 
Eziukwu did it Feb. 10, 2005 
against Saginaw Valley State.
As the Lakers head into 
GLIAC play, time will tell 
if Baar is the long-term an­
swer at center for the team. 
Sophomore Justin Greason 
has also seen time at the 
Five-position as well.
“Time will tell,” Wesley 
said. “This is his first chance 
really getting a chance to be 
in there full-time and get a 
lot of minutes. He certainly 
played tremendous yester­
day. What will happen now, 
as you become more of a fo­
cal point in the other team’s 
scouting reports, it gets hard­
er and harder. It’s certainly a 
big positive when he’s able to 
elevate his game like that.”
The Lakers open conference 
play against the Findlay Oilers 
this Thursday, Dec. 1.
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BOUNCING BACK: Amanda Glaza (13) and teammates celebrate a Grand Valley State point. The Lak­
ers fell to the Bulldogs of Ferris State with a final score of 1-3 Tuesday, Sept. 27. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
Learning curve
GV volleyball looking forward to next 
year with wealth of young talent
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEYcDLANTHORN.COM
Some collegiate power­
house programs are able to 
lose several key players after 
a season and not skip a beat 
in the next campaign. Think 
Kentucky mens basketball, 
Alabama football and UCo- 
nn womens hoops.
Unfortunately for the usu­
ally dominant Grand Valley 
State volleyball team, they 
were unable to overcome the 
loss of seven seniors from last 
season and twelve from the 
last two to put together an­
other season to remember.
The Lakers finished the 
season with 15 wins and 14 
losses and found themselves 
in the middle of the GL1AC 
pack at 9-8 before being 
ousted in the first round of 
the conference tournament 
by the top team in the region.
“I don’t like to lose and nei­
ther do these kids,” said head 
coach Deanne Scanlon, who 
just wrapped up her 22nd sea­
son at the helm for GVSU. “We 
had our fun moments, we had 
great chemistry, but its not fun 
to not be in the regional tour­
nament next weekend. Its why 
they came to Grand Valley. It’s 
what we try to do every year.”
This 2016 campaign 
snaps a streak of four con­
secutive regional tourna­
ment appearances the Lakers 
had strung together which 
included a national semifi­
nal appearance in 2014.
Coming into the season, 
the youth of the Lakers fig­
ured to be a hurdle. Not only 
were many of the players com­
pletely new to the college vol­
leyball atmosphere, but they 
had to acquaint themselves to 
their new teammates before 
even finding themselves on 
the floor for practices.
The Lakers strung together 
four straight wins early on in 
the season after starting 1-3, 
and from there never hit a win 
streak longer than two nor a 
losing streak longer than three.
In fact, the GVSU squad 
split their weekend series six 
out of seven times this year. In 
those six splits, the Lakers won 
the Friday match and then 
boarded the bus the ensuing 
day disappointed four times.
With that kind of con­
sistent inconsistency, it’s
difficult to go far.
“I think win-loss-wise we 
left a lot of wins on the table. 
The inconsistencies were 
big,” Scanlon said. “Part of 
that can be attributed to our 
youth, but with the level this 
team could play, you go in 
Friday and you’re rolling and 
you have that standard and 
expect that of them and you 
leave disappointed.”
There were, of course, 
strong performers for the Lak 
ers that kept GVSU perform­
ing at a high level.
Sophomore middle blocker 
Staci Brower was one of three 
Lakers to appear in every set 
this season and put up 119 
blocks, good for fourth in the 
GLLAC. Brower also tallied 
315 kills, good for second most 
for GVSU. Brower was given 
First Team All-GLIAC honors.
“There were a lot of bumps 
along the way and I wanted to 
improve my game, even if a lot 
of the things were minor like 
things with my arm swing,” 
Brower said.
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Column: A GV women’s 
soccer fan travel guide
BY MASON TRONSOR AND 
JOSH PEICK
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
History could be made 
by the GVSU women’s 
soccer team this upcoming 
Thursday through Saturday, 
Dec. 1 -3 as the Lakers travel 
to Kansas City, Missouri 
in search of their fourth 
consecutive NCAA National 
Championship title and sixth 
overall. GVSU is currently 
tied with Franklin Pierce Uni­
versity with five total national 
championships. Ihe Lakers 
will square off against Co­
lumbus State in a rematch of 
last year’s national semifinal 
contest and, should GVSU 
win, would face the winner 
of the Western Washington 
versus Kutztown match in the 
championship game.
I, Mason Tronsor, had 
the honor of traveling to 
Pensacola, Florida last year 
to witness the Lakers’ third 
straight national title victory. 
The trip was an up-and-down 
experience, especially for a 
college student and aspiring 
sports writer. If there are any 
Laker faithful thinking about 
making the trip to the great 
state of Missouri for a couple 
of days like the Lanthom’s 
own assistant sports editor 
Josh Peick and photographer 
Emily Frye then here are a few 
things worth noting.
JP: From what I have 
heard, Mason, you arrived 
in Pensacola the same day 
of the first game of the Final 
Four. What was that experi­
ence like, leaving Grand 
Rapids in the morning and 
arriving in Florida before 
game time? Would you sug­
gest fans do the same thing?
MT: I believe our flight 
left Grand Rapids around 2 
a.m. After a slight issue with 
our luggage, we flew to the 
Dallas-Fort Worth airport
and ran into an unexpected 
gift. Kendra Stauffer’s (GVSU 
senior forward) grandparents 
greeted us at the gate and 
we sat next to them on the 
plane ride to Pensacola. Once 
we arrived, they were kind 
enough to drive us to the field 
as our jet-lag probably kept us 
from finding a cab. It was one 
of the nicest gestures I have 
ever been offered. They even 
gave us a ride after the game 
to our hotel. I’d suggest leav­
ing a day or two in advance 
unless you are as lucky as we 
were in finding two amaz­
ingly generous grandparents 
of a player to chauffeur.
JP: Since Emily and I will 
be driving to Kansas City this 
year, transportation from the 
hotel should not be a prob­
lem. Maybe we can give the 
Stauffers a ride this year and 
repay the favor. Last season, 
GVSU made it to the Final 
Four after a shootout thriller 
against Central Missouri.
What was that game like as a 
journalist and how confident 
were you in the team winning 
it all after that game?
MT: I remember sitting in 
my apartment, live-streaming 
that match on my computer. 
Once I saw shootouts were ap­
proaching, the heart-pound­
ing in my chest grew heavily.
I thought this could be it for 
the back-to-back champions.
It was the first time I saw them 
in a tight-game situation like 
that all year long. I had my 
doubts but I’m sure glad they 
proved me wrong.
The hardest part about 
that match was not showing 
any bias and not cheering 
for GVSU. I know you know 
this better than anybody, 
but what fans might not 
understand as sports writer 
is that we need to stay neu­
tral, report facts and try our 
best not to sensationalize or 
show favoritism even if we 
bleed blue, black and white.
JP: Objectivity is vital in 
this field, but it’s tough not 
to cheer in the press box. I’ve 
had to stop myself multiple 
times. But our fandom aside, 
what was the one difference- 
maker for the Lakers to win 
it all last year?
MT: Well, we all know 
about the explosive offense 
the Lakers can unleash on
opponents, especially when 
they spread the midfield and 
attack the gaps. However, the 
key to winning champion­
ships in most sports is de­
fense, and down the stretch 
last season, GVSU had a vet­
eran defensive core in front 
of a young goalkeeper, which 
helped immensely. Remem­
ber the name Katy Woolley? 
She was the mainstay of the 
defensive backs last year 
along with Clare Carlson 
who continues to defend like 
an All-American.
OK, Josh, now it’s my 
turn to ask you about this 
year’s team looking to make 
history. What will this year’s 
Laker squad need to do 
in order to bring a fourth 
straight title back to Allen­
dale? What is your predic­
tion, putting all biases aside?
JP: This year’s team has 
looked really good down the 
stretch. The offense is clicking 
and the defense is as stingy as 
ever. Carlson has taken reign 
on the defensive side of the 
ball and the rest of the backs, 
Shannon Quinn, Erika Brad- 
field and Madz Ham, have 
made it tough on opposing 
offenses to find success.
The GVSU offense is as 
dangerous as last year’s team, 
if not more, but I think the 
key to success for the Lakers 
is the play of their midfielders. 
Yes, midfielder Marti Corby is 
on another planet right now 
with how well she is playing, 
but I think the Lakers’ success 
hinges on the play of Dani 
Johnson and Tara Lierman. 
Both midfielders have looked 
strong as of late in controlling 
possession and that has trans­
lated into wins for the Lakers.
Putting bias aside, I like 
the Lakers chances to make 
it four straight. I hate to 
admit it, but I had my doubts 
about this team midway 
through the season. They 
hit a stretch in early Octo­
ber where they didn’t look 
sharp, but in the past couple 
of weeks, they have looked 
like a three-time defending 
national championship team.
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Amtrak Pere Marquette 
offers affordable 
transportation from West 
Michigan all the way to 
Chicago! One ticket gets you 
a pass to the beautiful 
beaches of Benton Harbor, 
the world-class dining of 
Grand Rapids, and the 
charming historic shops of 
Holland Michigan. Whatever 
your interests, the train has 
got your ticket to adventure. 
Visit www.mitrain.com for 
more information!
STUDENT
SAVINGS
ON
AMTRAK
mi tram
mtkak
During the months of 
October - May, Aerials Gym 
holds a weekly college night 
on Saturdays from 10pm - 
midnight. Stop by and take a 
break from studying and 
enjoy a fun workout to keep 
you motivated 
and energized for those 
important exams ahead!
Got something to say?
Visit www lanthorn.com 
and submit a classified ad 
on the Laker Exchange 
page.
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Housing HousingHousing
Students: Get outta town 
with Indian Trails! Rent your 
own Charter Bus or simply 
get a ticket for one on one of 
the many bus routes 
throughout
Michigan that Indian Trails 
offers!
Visit www.indiantrails.com 
for more information or to 
purchase your ticket today!
Employment
Looking for work or know 
someone who is?
At Express Employment 
Professionals Holland/ 
Muskegon, we have full time 
positions available from $11 
to $29 per hour! Positions 
include: Machine Operators, 
General Laborers, 
Office/Clerical, 
Landscaping, Assembly, and 
more Call our office today at 
616-499-2199 to see what 
opportunities we have for 
you!
Campus View offers 
affordable housing with tons 
of amenities right near 
Grand Valley's Allendale 
campus! Go online and 
check us out at 
www.campusviewhousing 
com, or call (616) 895-6678 
to schedule a tour!
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\ GYM
6001 COIT AVE NE, 
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 
COLLEGE NIGHT- 
SATURDAYS
Seeking subleaser for fully 
furnished 4-bedroom, 4.5 
bath town home at Copper 
Beech. Access to 
free parking, gym. Rent 
$4K)/month+ $12 water* 
electricity. Contact 
wittebor@mail.gvsu edu for 
more details.
Looking for a subleaser for 
my Copper Beech lease 
from winter till the end of the 
lease in the summer.
I have a 4 bedroom, 4 1/2 
bathroom townhome. Rent 
is 437 a month without 
utilities (electric) and 
includes water. I currently 
live with two guys and a girl. 
My apartment is across from 
the basketball court, close to 
guest parking. Looking for 
someone ASAP!
Please email me at 
jimenezd@mail.gvsu.edu
I’m looking for someone to 
take over my lease in a 
Campus West two person 
apartment starting Winter 
semester with a move-in 
before Christmas break if 
possible. Rent is about $550 
plus utilities and roommate 
is a super chill girl who has 
furnished much of the 
apartment already Please 
let me know if 
you’re interested. Feel free 
to message me or email me 
at haverdan@mail gvsu.edu
Leasing a Leonard Street 
Apartment. Two bedroom, 
renovations just completed. 
Next to Shakedown Street 
and just down the street 
from the news Breweries 
and Distilleries. Great 
neighborhood and very 
convenient for going to 
GVSU. Contact 
patrick@mohneyrealtor.com 
if you’re interested.
Looking for 1 more girl to 
sign a Tease at Trio center 
with! Rent is $425/month. 
Email me at 
farrc@mail.gvsu.edu
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